Strange Crime

These oddball stories about real-life crimes will make you shake your head. Rather than “Strange Crime”, this might be better titled “Strangely Stupid Criminals ft. the Occasionally Interesting but Not as Stupid Crime”. There was quite a lot of funny information to be had and you should have at least two fun facts you’ll want to share after reading this. Crime | February 27, 2015. 10 Crime Stories With Strange Coincidences. by Robin Warder. A coincidence is defined as a series of events and circumstances which seemingly have no apparent connection to each other but wind up being related by pure chance. One of the most sensational crime stories of recent years was the disappearance of 23-year-old Stacy Peterson. In 2007, Stacy lived in Bolingbrook, Illinois, with her police officer husband, Drew Peterson, 30 years older and on his fourth marriage. Strange Crime book. Read 4 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. These oddball stories about real-life crimes will make you shake your head. Rather than “Strange Crime”, this might be better titled “Strangely Stupid Criminals ft. the Occasionally Interesting but Not as Stupid Crime”. flag Like see review. May 19, 2020 Raymond rated it really liked it review of another edition. Fun book filled with interesting tidbits about crimes, criminals, and laws. flag Like see review. Loaded with dozens of entertaining and amusing articles about actual crimes, this latest book from Portable Press will definitely leave you scratching your head. Dumb crooks, celebrities gone bad, unsolved mysteries, odd laws, and more—Strange Crime has plenty of stories that will make you ask yourself, “What could they possibly have been thinking?” This easily portable paperback book is ideal for readers on the go. Book Information. Strange Crime. By Editors of Portable Press and Sophie Hogarth. Length: 471 pages7 hours.

Description. These oddball stories about real-life crimes will make you shake your head. 2019 IBPA Benjamin Franklin Award Silver Winner in Humor Foreword INDIES Book of the Year Awards Winner - 2018 BRONZE Winner for Humor (Adult Nonfiction) Loaded with dozens of entertaining and amusing articles about actual crimes, this latest book from Portable Press will definitely leave you scratching your head.